
The consumer take on data + ad personalization

Know everything
about me



Personalized ads aren’t new, 
but the data landscape is 

rapidly changing.
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Data privacy concerns

are a reality for today’s

consumer…
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Our
mission

Ad personalization

To uncover the consumer POV on 

the use of personalized ads

Data privacy

To uncover the consumer POV on all things 

data privacy, including concerns and recent 

legislation
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Ad personalization

Areas of focus

• Perceptions of personalized ads

• Types of data willing to disclose 

for ad personalization

Mobile ad testing

• Tested 39 personalization 

scenarios within the Yahoo 

News app testing environment

• Offered in English and Spanish

• n=1,112

Data privacy

Areas of focus

• Concerns about data 

privacy issues

• Awareness of consumer 

protection laws

Online survey

• Nationally representative online 

sample 

• Offered in English and Spanish

• n=1,000 

Two pronged methodology



What consumers 
really don’t think

Section 1
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Data use for ad personalization



For the vast majority of 
consumers today, personalized 
ads are nothing new

Total n=1,112

Q: Before today, how familiar were you with personalized ads online? (3 point scale; % aware = have experienced or have not experienced but aware)

*Source:  Yahoo: The Balancing Act: Getting Personalization Right | 2014

Awareness of personalized ads, % aware

62% Aware

In 2014*
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88% Aware

Today



88% see the benefit in personalized ads, with ‘utility’, 
‘relevance’ and ‘interesting’ being top benefits

Total n=1,112

Q: What are the benefits, if any, of having ads that are personalized for you? Select all that apply 8

Perceived benefits of personalized ads, net score Perceived benefits of personalized ads, indexed

88% 
Perceive 

benefit(s)

12%
Don’t perceive 

benefit(s)

21%

24%

28%

29%

32%

35%

36%

36%Conveys useful information

Interesting

Makes purchasing decisions easier

Doesn’t interrupt my web browsing experience

More inclined to interact with the ad

Memorable

Makes me feel appreciated by brand

Allows me to view relevant products/services



And 86% see benefits in their online shopping 
experience, especially the utility of relevant coupons 

Total n=1,000

Q: Companies are trying to use new technology to engage with people in different ways. They may try to create an immersive experience, provide more convenient ways to shop, or make their message more relevant 

to you. Which of the methods described below do you think would be beneficial to you as a consumer? Select all that apply. 9

Perceived benefits of online shopping experience 

with data use, net score

Perceived benefits of online shopping experience 

with data use, % agree

86% 
Perceive 

benefit(s)

14%
Don’t perceive 

benefit(s)

26%

30%

36%

53%Coupons based on data

Convenient shopping experience

Curated shopping based 

on past purchases

In-home AR 

smartphone shopping



0%

25%

50%

75%

While many aren’t clear on the types of data being 
used for ad personalization

Total n=1,112

Q: What types of your data do you think advertisers are using to create more personalized ads? Select all that apply

Aware: Social Media Habits 50%; Search Histories 50%, Things I've Bought 50%, Emails from brands/retailers: 46%, Entertainment Habits 43%, Current Location 42%, Demos 39%. Where You Go Often 31%, Future 

Plans 26%, Major Life Events 24%, Convos w/smart devices 19%, Personal Emails 18%, Predicted Mood 18%, Private Conversations 16%, Personal Financial Data 15%, Medical Records 8%, Account Passwords 8% 10

Awareness of data used for personalization

% aware

Social 
media 
habits

Search 
histories

Things 
I've bought

Emails 
from 

brands

Entmt. 
habits

Current 
location

Demos Where you 
go often

Future 
plans

Major life 
events

Convos
w/ smart 
devices

Personal 
Emails

Predicted 
mood

Private 
convos

Personal 
financial data

Medical 
records

Account 
passwords



Many deem the common forms of data used for ad 
personalization to be acceptable 

Total n=1,112

Q: What types of your data do you think advertisers are using to create more personalized ads? Select all that apply.

Q: What types of data do you find acceptable for advertisers to use to create more personalized ads?  (5 point scale; % acceptable = highly/somewhat acceptable)

Aware: Social Media Habits 50%; Search Histories 50%, Things I've Bought 50%, Emails from brands/retailers: 46%, Entertainment Habits 43%, Current Location 42%, Demos 39%. Where You Go Often 31%, Future Plans 

26%, Major Life Events 24%, Convos w/smart devices 19%, Personal Emails 18%, Predicted Mood 18%, Private Conversations 16%, Personal Financial Data 15%, Medical Records 8%, Account Passwords 8%

Acceptable: Social Media Habits 54%, Search Histories 50%, Things I've Bought 67%, Emails from brands/retailers 53%, Entertainment Habits 62%, Current Location 52%, Demos 60%, Where You Go Often 45%, Future 

Plans 50%, Major Life Events 42%, Convos w/smart devices 24%, Personal Emails 17%, Predicted Mood 44%, Private Conversations 16%, Personal Financial Data 20%, Medical Records 18%, Account Passwords 16%
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Awareness & acceptability of data used for personalization

0%

25%

50%

75%

Overall

People are generally 
more accepting than 
they are aware of the 
specific types of data 

being used

% aware % acceptable

Social 
media 
habits

Search 
histories

Things 
I've bought

Emails 
from 

brands

Entmt. 
habits

Current 
location

Demos Where you 
go often

Future 
plans

Major life 
events

Convos
w/ smart 
devices

Personal 
Emails

Predicted 
mood

Private 
convos

Personal 
financial data

Medical 
records

Account 
passwords

+4%
+0%

+17%

+19%

+10%

+21%

+14%

+24%

+18%

+5%

+7%

+26%

+0%

+5%
+10%

+8%

-1%



In fact, 
acceptability 
has increased 
over the past 
few years
Trending acceptability of data 
used for personalization

Total n=1,112

Q: What types of data do you find acceptable for advertisers to use to create more personalized ads? (5 point scale; % acceptable = highly/somewhat acceptable) 

*Source: Going Deeper: What Consumers Really Want From Personalized Ads 12

Things I’ve 
bought

44%, 67%

Entertainment 
habits

48%, 62%

Demos

48%, 60%

Social media habits
25%, 54%

Current location

42%, 52%

Major life 
events

31%, 42%

Future 
plants

23%, 50%

Search 
histories

39%, 50%

% acceptable in 2019

% acceptable in 2015*



Most draw the 
line at intimate 
details
Current acceptability of data types

TYPE OF DATA % ACCEPTABLE

HIGH ACCEPTANCE

Things I've Bought 67%

Entertainment Habits 62%

Demographics 60%

Social Media Habits 54%

Emails from brands/retailers containing promotions 53%

Current Location 52%

MEDIUM ACCEPTANCE

Search Histories 50%

Future Plans 50%

Where You Go Often 45%

Predicted Mood 44%

Major Life Events 42%

LOW ACCEPTANCE

Conversations with voice-assistant smart devices 24%

Personal Financial Data 20%

Medical Records 18%

Personal Emails with family, friends, or colleagues 17%

Private Conversations 16%

Account Passwords 16%

Total n=1,112
Q: What types of data do you find acceptable for advertisers to use to create more personalized ads? (5 point scale; % acceptable = highly/somewhat acceptable) 



Personalized 
ads not at work

Section 2
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Types of personalization tested

Least Sensitive Data Most Sensitive Data

MEET THE 
2019 [CAR 

MODEL]

No Personalization

Description: No personalization

Example: Auto

APPROVED BY 
EVERY FAMILY 

IN AMERICA

Personalization: Tier 1

Description: Demographics

Example: Auto, A26-44

PERFECT FOR NEW 
BEGINNINGS! SAY “I DO” 
TO [AUTO BRAND]”

Personalization: Tier 2

Description: Life event

Example: Auto, life event (marriage)

VISIT YOUR LOCAL 
[LOCAL CITY] 
DEALER TODAY!”

Personalization: Tier 3

Description: Location

Example: Auto, location:

GET YOUR NEXT 
[AUTO BRAND] 

TODAY!”

Description: Past purchase  

Example: Auto, past purchase:

ARRIVE 
FASHIONABLY

Description: Search terms

Example: Auto, search terms (luxury car)
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Website was enjoyable

With Personalized Ads +9%

Website felt tailored to me

With Personalized Ads +8%

Website was a seamless experience (TB)

With Personalized Ads +8%

Personalized ads make better web experiences

Total n=1,112 (Non-Personalized n=268, Personalized n=844)

Q: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your web experience? (5 point scale; % agree = strongly agree/agree) 

↑ = Statistically significant difference between test groups at >= 90% confidence 16

Impact of personalized ads on website experience | % agree 

Without WithWebsites with or without personalized ads:

26%↑

18%

69%↑

60%

45%↑

37%



None
No personalization

Tier 1
Demographics

Tier 2
Life event, past purchase

Tier 3
Location, search terms

More personalization 
= a better online experience

Total n=1,112 (Non-Personalized n=268,Tier 1: 281, Tier 2: 276, Tier 3: 287)

Q: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your web experience? (5 point scale; % agree = strongly agree/agree) 17

Impact of data tiers on website experience, % agree 

80%

60%

40%
Tailored for me

Enjoyable

Seamless experience

60%

67%

68%

73%

63%

63%

69%

72%

37%

41%

45%

49%



Website was enjoyable (TB) Ad was well integrated with the content

Even those who find data use unacceptable 
have a more positive web experience

Unacceptable for advertisers to use your data n=162

Q: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your web experience? (5 point scale; % agree = strongly agree/agree)

Q: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the ad? (5 point scale; % agree = strongly agree/agree)

↑ = Statistically significant difference between test groups at >= 90% confidence 18

Impact of personalized ads among consumers who believe data use is unacceptable, % agree 

Consumers exposed to: Non-personalized ads Personalized ads

30%

52%↑

7%

17%↑



Expectations of personalized ads | % in first ranking Ad is relevant to my interests, % agree

Personalized ads meet consumer expectations 
- ads must be relevant

Total n=1,112 (Non-Personalized n=268, Personalized n=844)

Q: What do you expect most out of a personalized ad? Select one.

Q: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the ad? (5 point scale; % agree = strongly agree/agree)

↑ = Statistically significant difference between test groups at >= 90% confidence 19

11%

12%

15%

29%

36%

Relevant to me and my interests

Provide useful information

From a brand I’ve purchased from

From a brand I have researched 

Relevant to my location

59%↑
Personalized ads

44%
Non-personalized ads



Website was enjoyable Website felt tailored to me Website was a seamless experience

A non-personalized ad is better than a personalized 
ad that isn't considered relevant

Consumers who thought personalized ad was not relevant n=141, Consumers who thought personalized ad was relevant n=496

Q: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your web experience? (5 point scale; % agree = strongly agree/agree) 20

Impact of personalization relevance on website experience, % agree 

Personalized Ads Perceived As Not Relevant Non-Personalized Ads

77%

60%

58%

37%

75%

40%

63%

23%

62%

Personalized Ads Perceived As Relevant



Relevant to my interests Interesting Useful Something I would share A reminder that I 

[need state]*

What more personalization does for ads

*A reminder that I…: need to buy a car, need to book a flight, am thirsty

Total n=1,112 (Non-Personalized n=268,Tier 1: 281, Tier 2: 276, Tier 3: 287)

Q: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the ad? (5 point scale; % agree = strongly agree/agree)

A/B/C/D = Statistically significant difference between test groups at >= 90% confidence 21

Impact of level of personalization on ad opinions, % agree 

Types of data tested (personalized ads):

44%

49%

44%

37%
35%

51%

58%

53%

42% 41%

62%AB

59%A

55%A

51%A 52%AB

64%AB

60%A

58%A

50%A

45%A

None (A) Tier 1: Demographics (B) Tier 2: Life event, past purchase (C) Tier 3: Location, search terms (D)



Intrusive Creepy Disrupts my experience

What more personalization doesn’t do for ads

Total n=1,112 (Non-Personalized n=268,Tier 1: 281, Tier 2: 276, Tier 3: 287)

Q: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the ad? (5 point scale; % agree = strongly agree/agree)

A/B/C/D = Statistically significant difference between test groups at >= 90% confidence 22

Impact of level of personalization on ad opinions, % agree 

Types of data tested (personalized ads):

24%

9%

65%

20%

11%

67%

25%

16%

68%

23%

14%

71%

None (A) Tier 1: Demographics (B) Tier 2: Life event, past purchase (C) Tier 3: Location, search terms (D)



A look at 
the broader 
nonissue
Data privacy

Section 3
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Consumers see 
the benefit in 
data sharing

Gen Pop n=1,000

Q: Imagine you could exchange your personal information for a product/service. What types of data, if any, would you be willing to disclose in exchange for free internet, access to 

news articles, access to premium videos? Select all that apply.
24

Data exchange, net score

88%
Would exchange 

data for some 

service

12%
Would not 

exchange data 

for some service



But there are still 
some data types 
that are off limits-
even with a value 
exchange

25

Data exchange | Tercile based heat map

Top Tercile

Middle Tercile

Bottom Tercile

■

■
■

WILLING TO EXCHANGE

______ FOR______ 

FREE INTERNET NEWS ARTICLES* PREMIUM VIDEOS*

Things I've Bought

Entertainment Habits

Demos

Social Media Habits

Current Location

Emails from Brands

Search Histories

Future Plans

Where You Go Often

Predicted Mood

Major Life Events

Convos w/ Smart Devices

Personal Emails

Personal Financial Data

Medical Records

Private Conversations

Account Passwords

L
E

A
S

T
 A

C
C

E
P

T
A

B
L

E
M

O
S

T
 A

C
C

E
P

T
A

B
L

E

*Access to…    |    Gen Pop n=1,000

Q: Imagine you could exchange your personal information for a product/service. What types of data, if any, would you be willing to disclose in exchange for free internet, access to news articles, access to premium 

videos? Select all that apply.



In general, 
consumers are 
concerned about 
their data privacy

Gen Pop n=1,000

Q: On a scale from 1 to 10, how concerned are you about how your data is being used?

Drag the slider to a point on the scale. (e.g. 1: Not concerned at all about how my data is being used; 10: Very concerned about how my data is being used) 26

CONCERN ABOUT DATA PRIVACY 

49%
Very concerned (scale: 7-10)

38%
Concerned (Scale: 4-6)

13%
Not concerned (Scale: 1-3)

Half are very
concerned



Being older or having past personal experience with data 
privacy significantly increases levels of concern
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Concern

Gen Pop n=1,000

Q: On a scale from 1 to 10, how concerned are you about how your data is being used?

Drag the slider to a point on the scale. (e.g. 1: Not concerned at all about how my data is being used; 10: Very concerned about how my data is being used)



Being older or having past personal experience with data 
privacy significantly increases levels of concern

28

Income

Past Data 

Privacy Issue(s)

Ethnicity

Generation
Early/Late 

Tech 

Adoption

Concern

Gen Pop n=1,000

Q: On a scale from 1 to 10, how concerned are you about how your data is being used?

Drag the slider to a point on the scale. (e.g. 1: Not concerned at all about how my data is being used; 10: Very concerned about how my data is being used)

Linear Regression Coefficients: Past Data Issues=0.55 (significant); Generation=0.42 (significant); Early/Late Tech Adopt=0.14; Ethnicity=0.09; Income=0.02 

INCREASING LEVELS

Drivers of concern about data privacy

*Note: Modeling was used to control for key 

variables to understand the strongest drivers of 

data privacy concern.  

Strongest drivers of concern



By far, the 
biggest 
concern is 
identity theft

Total n=1,000

Q: What is your biggest concern, if any, about data privacy? Select one.

*Terms & conditions that allow sharing my data with companies I don’t have relationship with 29

Biggest concern about data privacy

L
E

V
E

L
 

O
F

 
C

O
N

C
E

R
N

Identity theft, 36%

Getting hacked, 13%

Private info made public, 12%

Being watched via camera/webcam, 8%

Websites remembering my payment information, 6%

Sharing my data with other companies*, 5% 

Hidden terms in terms and conditions, 3%

My data being used to manipulate elections, 3%

Websites remembering my log-in information, 2%

Someone listening to my conversations at home, 2%

Receiving spam after signing up for something with my email , 2%

Websites learning my content preferences, 2%

Facial recognition data being used without my knowledge/consent, 2%

Online shopping recs based on browsing history, 2%

Customized ads based on my social media activities, 1%



Personalization is the least of consumer concerns

Gen Pop n=1,000

Q: How concerned are you about the following data privacy issues? (5 point scale)     |    *Terms & conditions that allow sharing my data with companies I don’t have relationship with.

Concern by data privacy issue, % agree

21%

29%

29%

36%

52%

0

34%

44%

45%

0

40%

43%

48%

49%

59%

63%

68%

31%

30%

35%

31%

31%

0

40%

36%

36%

0

38%

29%

28%

29%

28%

26%

22%

27%

26%

23%

21%

11%

0

18%

13%

11%

0

13%

14%

13%

11%

7%

7%

6%

15%

13%

7%

8%

5%

0

6%

6%

4%

0

6%

9%

7%

7%

4%

2%

3%

7%

3%

6%

3%

1%

0

2%

1%

4%

0

3%

5%

5%

4%

2%

2%

1%

Online shopping recs based on browsing history

Customized ads based on my social media activities

Websites learning my content preferences

Websites remembering my log-in information 

Websites remembering my payment information

Receiving spam after sign up

Hidden terms in terms and conditions

Sharing my data with other companies*

Facial recognition data being used without consent

Someone listening to my conversations at home

My data being used to manipulate elections

Being watched via camera/webcam

Getting hacked

Private info made public

Identity theft

Legal but harmless 

data issues

Legal but nefarious 

data issues

Illegal data 

issues

Highly Concerned Somewhat concerned Neither concerned nor unconcerned Somewhat unconcerned Not at all concerned
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But there’s 
an education issue. 
Most aren’t aware of 
the data privacy laws

Gen Pop n=1,000    |    Q:Which of the following data privacy and information laws have you heard of? Select all that apply

Privacy law awareness, % unaware 

Personal Information Protection & 

Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), 84%

Data Broker Regulation of Vermont, 93%

California Consumer Privacy Act, 81%

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), 83%
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Those aware think 
the laws are effective

Gen Pop n=1,000

Q: In your opinion, what effect do you think these laws will have? Select all that apply. 32

Perceived effect of laws among those 
aware of law(s)

87% 
Laws are effective

13% 
Not effective



There’s no clear consensus on 
who’s responsible for data protection

Gen Pop n=1,000

Q:Who do you think should be most responsible for protecting your personal data? Select one. 33

Perceived responsibility for data protection

Myself
38%

Businesses that use 
my data

13%

Websites that 
collect my data

23%

Internet provider/
phone carrier

14%

Government
8%

Unsure
6%

Other
4%



However, most aren’t empowered to protect their data

Gen Pop n=1,000

Q: Do you think you can opt-out of data collection at any time? Select one.

Q: Do you feel that you have enough access to resources that protect your personal data? (3 point scale) 34

Awareness of ability to opt-out of data use Access to resources for data protection

26% 
Yes, I 

can opt-out 

33%
No, I can’t 

opt-out 

41%
Not sureFor Gen X/Baby 

Boomers, just 
12% are aware 
they can opt-out

42% YES
I have enough 

access to resources 

that protect my 

personal data



Implications

People want ad 

personalization

People benefit from ad personalization 

and are increasingly open to it. 

Marketers should use personalization, 

but be thoughtful and test & learn to 

avoid missing the mark.

Desire for personalization 

trumps data concern

Though there is certainly concern about 

data privacy, harmful uses of data are 

what consumers are truly concerned 

about. 

Data concerns are real, but 

lack of education is equally 

problematic

When it comes to data concerns, most 

consumers don’t feel empowered to 

protect their data. There is an increased 

need for the industry to educate 

consumers and provide adequate tools 

for them to protect personal data.

1 2 3



Thank you


